To reduce time to market for converged services, the service provider needs to combine external services and internal processes together, and IT architecture for converged services has to support it. Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) enables the development of a converged service by combining external services and internal processes effectively. However, it is difficult for the existing SOA methods to support the evolution of a converged service, even though the service which consists of the converged service changes over time. In this paper, we argue that a method for profile-based dynamic service binding is required to support evolution of converged services. In order to identify requirements for the proposed method, a business scenario with a smart athletic equipment is given. We then present the concept and architecture of the method for profile-based dynamic service binding to meet the identified requirements. We also demonstrate a prototype implementation for evaluating the proposed method. Abstract Service 1 Abstract Service 2 Abstract Service 3 Abstract Service 4 Concrete Service 1-1
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binding.interface
The qualified name of a binding interface through which abstract and concrete services are bound. Each concrete service proxy has to implement more than one binding interface.
service.capabilities Service capabilities that a concrete service specializes in. All user profile items which the service deals with are listed.
service.required
Service capabilities that a abstract service require for concrete services. If not defined, the abstract service considers all service capabilities of concrete services for selection.
binding.profile.matching.str ategy
The profile matching strategy that the abstract service takes for selection of concrete services. There are EXACT_MATCH and BEST_MATCH strategies.
binding.quality.matching.st rategy
The quality matching strategy that the abstract service take for selection of concrete services. There are ALWAYS_BEST_ONE, RANDOM, and QUALITY _WEIGHTED_RANDOM strategies service.quality.max_score_ per_invocation The max score that a concrete service can get as quality score on each invocation.
service.quality.initial_score
The initial quality score that a concrete service has at the beginning of its installation in the system. Generally, it is set between 0 and service.quality. max_score_per_invocation.
service.quality.moving_ave rage_coefficient
The quality score of a concrete service is cumulated on each invocation using the exponential moving average. This key is the coefficient of the exponential moving average, and is set between 0 and 1.
service.response_time.thres hold
A threshold until which the abstract service waits the response of a concrete service it invokes. If the response time exceeds the threshold, then an exception occurs and this invocation is recorded as TIME_OUT for quality evaluation. 
